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TO THE MEMORY OF HIROSHI HARUKI WITH ADMIRATION
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to prove new properties of some mean
values considered by H. Haruki and the authors.
Ž .By mean value or mean we understand a function M : R = R “ Rq q q
which satisfies the postulate
min a, b F M a, b F max a, b , ;a, b ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Of course, a mean has the reflexivity property
M a, a s a, ;a ) 0.Ž .
It is called symmetric if
M a, b s M b , a , ;a, b ) 0.Ž . Ž .
Let us denote
1rnn 2 n 2r u s a cos u q b sin u , n / 0Ž . Ž .n
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and
r u s lim r u s acos2 u bsin2 u .Ž . Ž .0 n
n“0
If p : R “ R is a strictly monotonic function, thenq
1 2py1M a, b s p p r u du 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hp , n nž /2p 0
defines a symmetric mean value. A well-known example is given for n s 2
Ž . y1by p x s x . It corresponds to the arithmetic]geometric mean of Gauss
Ž w x. Ž . y2 wsee 1 . For n s y2 and p x s x this mean can be found in 7, p.
x w x228 . The case n s 1 and p s log was studied in 2 . The essential step was
w x Ž .done by H. Haruki by considering in 4 the definition of 1 for n s 2
Ž . w xwith arbitrary p . The values n s y1 and n s 1 were studied in 5 and
w x Ž . w x6 . The general case of arbitrary n was studied in 8 . It is particularly
interesting the case n s 0.
The aim of this paper is to point out some problems left open by these
articles and to give some partial solutions to them.
We use in what follows the power means defined by
1rqq qa q b
P a, b sŽ .q ž /2
for q / 0, while for q s 0
'P a, b s G a, b s abŽ . Ž .0
is the geometric mean. As a special case we have the arithmetic mean
A s P . We denote also the power function1
e x s x n for n / 0Ž .n
and
e x s log x .Ž .o
2. A FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
Let us consider the function
1 2p
f a, b; p , n s p r u du . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n2p 0
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Ž w x.It is well known cf. 1 that the proof of the fact that M is thee , 2y1
arithmetic]geometric mean is based on the relation
f A a, b , G a, b ; e , 2 s f a, b; e , 2 . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y1 y1
w x w x w xFollowing 5 and 6 , in 8 it is considered a more general functional
equation of this type, namely,
F P a, b , P a, b s F a, b . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q s
w x Ž . Ž .As it is proved in 8 Theorem 1 if the function f given by 2 is a solution
Ž .of 4 and p has a continuous second order derivative, then
p s a e q b 5Ž .qqsyn
with a , b arbitrary real constants. For n s 2, q s 1 and s s 0 the
Ž . w xcondition is also sufficient as follows from 3 . In 6 it is proved the same
result for n s 1, q s 1 and s s y1. Using the same method we can prove
the following generalization:
THEOREM 1. If n / 0, q s n and s s yn, then the function f gi¤en by
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 and p gi¤en by 5 , ¤erifies the relation 4 .
Proof. It is enough to set p s e . Thenyn
2 f a, b; e , nŽ .yn
1 du du2p 2p
s qH Hn 2 n 2 n 2 n 22p a sin u q b cos u b sin u q a cos u0 0
1 an q bn duŽ .2p
s H n n 4 4 2 n 2 n 2 22p a b sin u q cos u q a q b sin u cos uŽ . Ž .0
1 du2p
s .H n n2 2p P a, b cos 2u q P a, b sin 2u0 Ž . Ž .yn n
If we set w s 2u , we obtain
1 dw4p
f a, b; e , n sŽ . H n nyn 2 24p P a, b cos w q P a, b sin w0 Ž . Ž .yn n
s f P a, b , P a, b ; e , n .Ž . Ž .Ž .yn n yn
Ž .Therefore 4 is verified in this case.
w xRemark 1. For n s 1 and p s log, in 2 it is proved a relation of
another type, that is,
f A2 a, b , G2 a, b ; log, 1 s 2 f a, b; log, 1 . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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One may obtain other results in the same spirit by looking at other
functional equations.
3. POWER MEANS
w x w x w xExtending the results from 4 and 5 , in the paper 8 it is proved
Ž .Theorem 2 that if for some twice continuously differentiable function p,
the mean M reduces at the power mean P , then p s a e q b ,p, n q 2 qyn
where a and b are arbitrary real numbers.
w xIn some cases the condition is also sufficient. This was proved in 4 for
w xn s 2 and q s 0, 1 or 2 and in 5 for n s 1 and q s 0, 1 or 1r2 and for
n s y1 and q s 0, y1 or y1r2. Here we wish to prove similar results for
arbitrary n.
THEOREM 2. The mean M reduces to the power mean P for arbitraryp, n q
n if
p s a e q b , a , b g R2 qyn
Ž . Ž . Ž .and q takes one of the following ¤alues: i q s 0; ii q s n; or iii
q s nr2.
Proof. It is enough to take p s e .2 qyn
Ž .i We have
y1rnM a, b s f a, b; e , n .Ž . Ž .e , n ynyn
w xAs it was remarked in 8
f a, b; e , n s f an , bn ; e , 1 . 7Ž .Ž . Ž .q qr n
So
y1rnn nM a, b s f a , b ; e , 1 .Ž . Ž .e , n y1yn
Using also the relation
1
f a, b; e , 1 s ,Ž .y1 'ab
w xwhich is given in 5 , we get
y1rn1 'M a, b s s ab s P a, b .Ž . Ž .e , n on nyn 'a b
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Ž . Ž .ii Similarly, using again 7 , we have
1rn1rn n nM a, b s f a, b; e , n s f a , b ; e , 1 s P a, b .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e , n n 1 nn
Ž .iii As e s log, we get0
M a, b s exp f a, b; e , n .Ž . Ž .e , n oo
Ž .In this case, instead of 7 we have the relation
1
n nf a, b; e , n s f a , b ; e , 1Ž . Ž .o on
and using the formula
21r2 1r2a q b
f a, b; e , 1 s log ,Ž .o ž /2
w xwhich may be found in 2 , it follows that
2n r2 n r21 a q b
M a, b s exp log s P a, b .Ž . Ž .e , n n r2o ž /n 2
Remark 2. It is an open question if the property is valid also for other
Ž w x.values of q. For example, it is known see 5 that M / P ande , 2 1r2y1w xM / P . In 8 it is proved the recurrence relatione ,2 y1y4
qf a, b; e , n y q y 1r2 an q bn f a, b; e , nŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .nq nŽqy1.
q anbn q y 1 f a, b; e , n s 0,Ž . Ž .nŽqy2.
that is,
nq Ž .n qy11 n nq M s q y a q b MŽ .Ž .e , n e , n2n q nŽqy1.
Ž .n qy2n ny a b q y 1 MŽ . e , nnŽqy2.
with n, q, q y 1 and q y 2 different from 0. We can thus obtain,
w xsuccessively, more values of M as it was shown in 8 . For example,p, n
taking q s 1r2 and n s 2m one can get the relation
3 4M M s G .e , 2 m e , 2 mm y3m
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4. DOUBLE SEQUENCES
It is a well known fact that if we construct a double sequence as follows:
a s A a , b , b s G a , b , n G 0Ž . Ž .nq1 n n nq1 n n
Ž . Ž .with a s a, b s b, then a and b are convergent to ao o n nG o n nG o
common limit which is the arithmetic]geometric mean of Gauss
Ž .M a, b . As it has been stated earlier, the proof is based on thee , 2y1
Ž .relation 3 .
More generally, we can define a double sequence by
a s P a , b , b s P a , b , n G 0Ž . Ž .nq1 q n n nq1 s n n
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .with a s a, b s b. It is also known cf. 1 that a and b areo o n nG o n nG o
Ž .Ž .convergent to a common limit which is denoted by P m P a, b . More-q s
over, it can be shown that P m P is a mean. Our goal is to identify casesq s
in which P m P s M . In the starting example q s 1, s s 0, p s eq s p, n y1
w xand n s 2. Furthermore in 6 it is also shown that P m P s G. In fact1 y1
a more general result is valid:
THEOREM 3. For e¤ery real q, the equality
P m P s Gq yq
holds.
Proof. For q s 0 the result is obvious. If q / 0, by Theorem 1, the
relation
f P a, b , P a, b ; e , q s f a, b; e , qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .q yq yq yq
holds. Thus, we have step by step
f a, b; e , q s f a , b ; e , q s ??? s f a , b ; e , q .Ž . Ž . Ž .yq 1 1 yq n n yq
Ž . Ž .If we denote by l the common limit of a and b we getn nG o n nG o
f a, b; e , q s lim f a , b ; e , q s f l , l ; e , q s lyqŽ . Ž . Ž .yq n n yq yq
n“‘
and therefore we have only to use Theorem 2.
Ž w x.Remark 3. The above result is known cf. 1 but the proof given here
w x Ž .is new. In 2 it is used 6 and the above method for proving that
M s P .log, 1 1r2
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5. THE CASE n s 0
w xLet us denote by M the mean M for p s e and n s 0. In 8 it isq p, n q
remarked that M s G but it is not known how to determine any meano
M for q / 0. We shall underline a connection between these means andq
Bessel functions.
We have
1rq1 2p 2 2q cos u q sin uM a, b s a b duŽ . Hq ž /2p 0
1rqŽ .qr2 cos wp1 a
s G a, b dwŽ . H ž /p b0
1rq
p1
Q cos ws G a, b e dwŽ . Hž /p 0
Ž . Ž .where Q s qr2 ln arb . Using the integral representation of Bessel
Ž w x w x.functions cf. 9. p. 362 or 3, p. 517 we deduce that
p1
Q cos we dw s J yiQŽ .H 0p 0
where J is the Bessel function of the first kind. Thus0
1rq2 k‘ Q 11rqM a, b s G a, b J yiQ s G a, bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýq 0 2ž /2 k!Ž .kso
1rq‘ 2 kq a 1's ab ln .Ý 2ž /4 b k!Ž .kso
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